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1. Introduction

The operation of Liquid Metal Fast Reactor Systems at

elevated temperatures requires the control of carbon

impurities in sodium and of carbon transfer related

to the metallic structural materials wetted by the

coolant.

This review is aimed at providing a brief statement

of the objectives and accomplishments in some major

areas of the investigations on the behaviour of carbon

impurities in the heat transfer circuits of the SNR-3OO

reactor presently under construction at Kalkar on the

Rhine.

2. Chemistry of carbon in sodium

2.1 Analysis of carbon-containing impurities in sodium

- Carbonate is determined after dissolution of the

residue in H-SO. by gas chromatographic analysis

of the C0 2 produced.

- Carbides: After distilling off the sodium the

carbides are converted through hydrolysis into

hydrocarbons. After conversion of these products

at 1000°C, CO, is detected using a gas chromatograph.

- Cyanides are converted through hydrolysiSj but

through the final combustion of H CN the produced

NO- has an adverse effect on the detection of COj

using gas chromatographic methods. As a result a

quantitative analysis is difficult.

In large sodium systems a total carbon content of about

4 - 1 0 ppm is analysed, the main part of which is car-

bonate (about 2 - 8 ppm).

2.2 Interaction of carbon with hydrogen in sodium

The methane content of the cover gas in sodium systems

is & 10ppm. This level may increase if, for example,

oil leakages into the sodium occur. The simplified

reaction of solvated carbon in sodium with hydrogen in

accordance with
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~-'Na 2 H2 CH,

Analytical methods are available to determine the con-

centration of the carbon-containing impurities in sodium

down to about 1 ppm using an in-line and/or out-line

sampling method.

- Total carbon is determined after distilling off

sodium from the crucible by combustion at 1OOO°C

followed by gas chromatographic analysis of C0_.

allows the determination of the equilibrium methane

content. In the case of a carbon activity in sodium

of a_ = 1, a partial pressure of hydrogen
—A

p = 6 • 10 mbar (corresponding to a hydrogen con-
"2
centration in sodium of about 0.1 ppm H ) , then the
methane partial pressure at 500°C is calculated to be

tlCH4
K «« 10 /mbar7,
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where K - the equilibrium constant. This value would

lie below the detection capabilities of gas chroma-

tographic techniques.

For explaining the discrepancy between the theoretical

and measured values in sodium systems it was experimen-

tally determined how the various carbon hydrogen com-

pounds contribute to a methane build-up. A higher

hydrogen concentration and carbon content of the various

compounds were given as the experimental reasons.

The following methane partial pressures were measured

in equilibrium and with a sodium temperature of 525°C:
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Prom the results the contribution of the concerned

carbon compounds to the methane reaction and hence to

the active carbon in sodium can be seen. However,

thermodynamic interpretations are difficult.

2.3 The electrochemical carbon meter

The method is based on the described galvanic cell

C M I membrane I fused salt I C reference
N a ' I electrolyte I electrode

The following parameters were given: 133

Membrane

Electrolyte

Reference

Electrode

Site of location

Operating temp.

Fe (0.25 - 0.5 mm)

CaClj-LiCl eutectic,

CaCl2-LiCl-CaC2/

Na-CO3-Li2CO3 eutectic

Graphite, graphite with Zr casing,

Spheroidal graphite iron, CO/CO,,

Steel container (1.4948, 1.45.41 and

Cu)

Na loop

600 - 700°C

Diagram 1 shows a typical e.m.f. measurement with a

CaCl2~LiCl eutectic mixture, with a graphite reference

electrode and Armco iron membrane. The measuring was

carried out in a steel container made of SS 1.4541.

From the temperature dependency of the e.m.f. the

carbon activity could be determined

lg ac 0.913

and was also confirmed by chemical analyses of the

iron membrane (77 ppm C ) .

The long term use of the cells resulted in a slow

but steady drift towards lower e.m.f. values. Later

investigations of the cell indicated that carbon

transport phenomena and corrosion caused a change

in the potential ratios.
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FIG.1. Carbon meter cell voltage as a function

of the operating temperature

2.4 Use of tabs

The tab method was principally used in the experimen-

tal work at INTERATOM in two sodium loops: the SNR

corrosion mockup loop with temperatures between 600 C

and 38O°C and in the chemical analytical loop at 69O°C.

The exposure conditions are given in Table 1.

While the flow conditions could not be changed in the

analytical loop, three isothermal positions with dif-

ferent flow velocities in the main flow of the corro-

sion mockup loop could be used for the foil exposure.

It was observed that the carbon content of the foil

material at 6OO°C was dependent on the flow conditions

in the hot isothermal loop positions. The results of

six different loop runs are given in Fig. 2.1 and show

the carbon content of a cold rolled 19/8 CrNi foil

material (0.1/Jm) over the exposure time. The carbon

level in the position(HR) with a sodium velocity of

4.9 m/s, is about 600 ppm higher than in the low ve-

locity positions(OP and OZ)with velocities of 0.07 m/s

and 0.4 m/s respectively. This means that in the high

velocity section the cold rolled material carburized

while in the low velocity positions it decarburized.

Annealed material did not show this position effect.

Exposure Time [h]
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It means that the selective corrosion process at the

surface influenced the carbon changes.

The influence of the cold trap temperature was studied

in two runs over about 3000 hrs. While in the low ve-

locity section the carbon level in the foils increased

from only 550 ppm to 600 ppm, due to the increase of

the cold trap temperature from 1O5°C to 165°C, in the

high velocity section a change from 740 to 1300 ppm

carbon was observed.

The carburization behaviour of different Cr/Ni alloys

was studied in the 3000 h run in the corrosion loop

at 600°C with a cold trap temperature of 165°C and

at 69O°C with a cold trap temperature at 133°C in

the analytical loop.

The results and material conditions are given in

Table 2.

For the calculation of the carbon activity the corre-

lation evaluated by Natesan and Kassner C^J w a s e x~

trapolated outside the approved temperature range.

In total, the carbon activities in the different foils

reached about the same level as the carbon activity

of the loop materials. The calculated activities were

mainly found to be proportional to the carbon level

of the materials. As a result of this the carbon ac-

tivities varied by a factor of 5 and 2.5 at 600°C

and 690°C;respectively.

As it was determined that, especially at the lower

temperature, the carbon activities were dependent on

the nickel content of the alloys, empirical corrections

to the equation of Natesan and Kassner were introduced.

The carbon activities, calculated with the new corre-

lation (see Table 3 ) then varied only by a factor

of 2 and 2.4 at 600°C and 69O°C respectively. But this

variation is still too high for use in the prediction

of carbon activities in reactor systems. The remaining

scatter may be a result of precipitation and/or selec-

tive corrosion processes.

3. Interstitial element transfer

The steel for the fuel cladding of the SNR-300 is carbon

stabilized by the addition of titanium. Therefore

carbon transfer aspects for materials with a thin

wall thickness are limited to the structural materials

which have a relative low operation temperature, i. e.

lower than 55O°C.

The cooling sections of the SNR corrosion mockup loop

contained removable samples which allowed investigation

of the carbon transfer at downstream positions corre-

sponding to the downstream positions of the core in the

reactor system. As in the reactor system the heating

section of this loop was constructed using a carbon

stabilized austenitic Cr/Ni steel.

From the chemical analysis of thin layers of machined

samples of 1.4948 material (2 mm) and the above mentioned

foil material it was concluded that in cooling posi-

tions the carbon transfer is limited to very thin sub-

surface layers. In experiments up to 5000 hrs changes

in the carbon content of the specimen with 2 mm thick-

ness were limited to the first machined layer, and

the results varied more with the thickness of this

layer (10 - 30 JJTH) than with the exposure time. No
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carbon changes were observed for the second subsurface

layers to a depth of about 70 yjm. All analytical inves-

tigations showed that in the cooling sections no dif-

fusion exchange took place between carbon rich deposits

(carbides) and the underlaying matrix material.

4. Specification of carbon levels

Based on the results of carbon levels in sodium systems

the total carbon content in the sodium of the SNR pri-

mary and secondary systems was specified to be lower

than about 20 ppm while the active carbon content was

found to be some order of magnitude lower.

References;

{_ 1_7 K. Natesan, T.F. Kassner

Trans. ANS. ]±, V7, 112 (1973)

l~2_7 M.F. Roche, J.W. Allen et al.

ANL - 8017 (1973)
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The mass transfer investigations have shown that, the

carbon transfer in the structural materials (i. e. ex-

cluding carbon stabilized materials for the fuel ele-

ments) is very sensitive to surface effects like se-

lective corrosion or cold work. These effects could

not be described in an applicable model but on the

other hand they can be neglected. It is expected

that they occur only in thin surface layers because

the operation temperature of 55O°C is relatively low

for these materials.

The experiments have shown that the carbon activity in

sodium systems, as determined by monitor foils, reaches

about the same value as in the loop pipe material and have

shown only a slight influence on the cold trap temper-

ature in the purification system. Therefore it is con-

cluded that only limited changes in the carbon content

will occur in the sodium wetted structural materials.

In the case of the reactor system this prediction will

be checked by the periodical removal of samples fab-

ricated from the original material of the intermediate

heat exchanger tubes.

Table 1; Sodium exposure conditions for carbon monitor foils

Condition

Loop material

Maximum temperature

Sodium velocity at tabs

Exposure time

Cold trap temp.

SNR corrosion

1.4948, 18/10

60O°C = tab

position OP

position HR

position OZ

3000 hrs

105 and 165°C

mockup loop

Cr/Ni steel

temp.

0.07 m/s

4.9 m/s

0.4 m/s

chemical analytical

1.4948,

69O°C -

sample

SO hrs

133°C

18/10 Cr/Ni

tab temp.

holder 0.01

loop

steel

m/s



Table 2: Results of carbon monitor foils exposed at low velocity positions in the corrosion
mockup loop (60O°C) and in the chemical analytical loop (690°C) at INTESATOM
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Thickness

Characterization of material

% C % NI % Cr % Nb+Ti+Ta Heat treat- Exposure
nent Temp.

Carbon activity (Tab. 3)

Natesan equ. modified equ.

60 / in
50 /im

100^™
75 yum

Loop
mater ia l
as rec.

200 />m
60 f.m
50 jim

100 ̂ m
65 ̂ m

Loop
material
as rec.

0.1019
0.0445
0.060
0.0218

0.04

0.0042
0.0837
O.O637
0.O515
0.0322

fo.osa
(.0.022

7.86
8.33
8 . 5

9.45

10.0

8 . 0

7.86
8.33

10.01
11.36
10.3

11.2

18.0
18.18
18.8
19.51

18.17

18.0
18.18
18.75
17.72
18.74

19.00

0.02
0 . 1

0.01
-

-

0.02
0 . 1

-

-

0.03

cold rolled
annealed
cold rolled
annealed

annealed

-

annealed
annealed
annealed
annealed
annealed

annealed

6OO°C
600°C
600°C
600°C

600°C

69O°C
69O°C
69O°C
69O°C
69O°C
69O°C

69O°C

11.2
4 . 8

5 . 8

1.95

4 . 8

9.74
7.86
5.91
4.69
3.81
4.91

2.03

•10"3

• io-3

•10'3

• i o - 3

10"3

• 1 0 " 3

• 1 0 " 3

• 1 0 " 3

•io-3

• 1 0 " 3

• i o " 3

• 10-3

12,5
7 . 4

9 . 9

6 . 1

2 1

11.7
9.07
8 . 9

21

8.73
26.8

19.8

• i o - 3

• 10-3

• 10"3

. 10"3

.ID"3

•10"3

• io-3

• 10"3

•10"3

•10"3

• lo"3

• io- 3

Table 3t Determination of the carbon activity in iron base alloys

Alloy

Fe-8 % Ni

Fe-18 % Cr/8 % Ni

Cr/Ni ss

Equation

ppm C
c 4234 - 0.083

In a » ln(O.O48 » C) + (0.525 - -222) % C - 1.845 + 5122

-(0.021 - 2—-) % Ni + (0.248 - 424) % Cr

-(0.0102 - 2ii21) » cr2

In ac > ln(0.048 % C) + (0.525 - -222) % C - 6.845 + 512°.

+ 0.6 % Ni - (0.021 - - ^ 4 ) % Ni + (0.248 - 424) »Cr

-(0.0102 - 2il22) % cr 2

Approved temp.
range

973 K

923 - 1073

873 - 973

Ref.

nj

empirical
modified
if 1.7


